Accessory Instructions and Care
We love to hear from biofeedback practitioners. They are always excited about using the software to help others. And why shouldn’t they be? This is a wonderful tool
to assist the body in achieving whole body/mind/spirit health. Accessories are a very useful addition to any biofeedback session. They help biofeedback practitioners
achieve optimal results. So, you can imagine that a very common question is, “How do I use my accessories?”.
Attaching Accessories
Where do you plug in the accessories/point probes? It depends. In 2007 and newer SCIO’s you can use the Red, Yellow, and Blue ports. In 2006 and older SCIOs it’s
only the Red port. On QUEST 9, INDIGO, and Educator devices, you may use the Red, Yellow, and Blue ports. On the QXCI you will only use the Red port. The
Generation I Eductor (2013 Model) needs the Accessory Splitter Box to use accessories. The Generation II Eductor (2014 and newer Model) may use the Red, Yellow,
and Blue ports. Red is the preferred port as it outputs full power. The Yellow and Blue ports do output but not at full power. Here is a table to clear things up:

QUEST 9
Eductor Gen I (2013 Model)
Eductor Gen II (2014 + Model)

RED PORT

YELLOW PORT

BLUE PORT

YES

YES

YES

BLACK PORT

The Eductor Gen I does not have accessory ports. To use accessories you must use the Accessory Splitter Box available at
www.serioulsysmarttechnologies.com
YES, preferred port
YES
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INDIGO/Educator
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YES

YES

SCIO – 2007+

YES

YES

YES

SCIO – 2006 or older

YES

QXCI

YES

Special note #1: DO NOT plug in any of the accessories into the back of the device until after “TEST”. You may have the accessory on the client with the cable
connected to the accessory. However, do not plug it into the back of the device until after “TEST”.
Special note #2: There is a set amount of power to send to the harness and accessories. The accessories that you have plugged into your biofeedback device will
diminish the overall available power going out.
Activating The Point Probe
In the main panel of the biofeedback software, click System Power Settings and then click Activate Point probe. In the Disease Dictionary panel, you may also choose
to check the box named “If Checked- Point Probe Boost Active”. In the Skin Rejuvenation panel, some of the buttons, when clicked, may cause a popup that says
“Point Probe Amplification Active”. This indicates the “zap” would be more effective with a point probe plugged into the Red port and used on that specific part of
the body. This is not required to do but it makes the “zap” more effective. Having the point probe on does not turn off the harness. You still need to have all FIVE
main points (Head, both ankles, both wrists) connected so the software can see how your body is reacting. Remember, items plugged into the Red, Yellow or Blue
ports of the biofeedback devices are OUTPUT ONLY. For true biofeedback you still need your harness system plugged into the biofeedback device.
Specific Protocols
We are not able to include specific protocols with the accessories. Normally, practitioners are given methods of use at training events or on training webinars. What
we can tell you is that the biofeedback software is amazing and you can use the accessories in a lot of ways. You are the only limitation in the use of the accessories.
So go to town, as it were. There are so many panels where accessories can be used. For weight loss, large-area work, cellulite, pain management, circulation, varicose
veins, and so on. The Body Scan and Rejuvenation panel has many wonderful options. Some have also used the Short Sarcodes panel. For more specific suggestions
we do offer a few useful tools: Effective Use of Harness and Accessories Training Video, A-Z Protocols, Q
 uantum Encyclopedia that includes the A-Z Manual.
Accessory Care and Maintenance
Fabric Accessories
This category would include the silver-lined face veil and microfleece blankets. These may be hand washed or machine washed on Cool, Delicate Cycle using no
Corrosive and/or no Phosphate Gentle Soap. Woolite is an option. No Bromine, Chlorine, and/or Fluorine. We strongly recommend using the SmartKlean LAUNDRY
BALL which can be purchased from our website. It is natural, safe, gentle, and does not use chemicals. DO NOT MACHINE DRY. Please hang to dry. Normal use may
result in the silver fabric tarnishing, just as a new silver coin will tarnish after it is touched. Sulfur (body salts) will speed up the tarnishing process. Tarnished spotting
will not diminish the transfer of ions. We have chosen not to treat the medical/surgical grade silver fabric with any Anti-Tarnish coatings as these coatings have not
been approved by the FDA. The Medical Industry stays away from coatings for this reason.
Rubber Accessories/Harnesses/Cords
PROTEX or TRANSEPTIC® CLEANING SOLUTION is the official cleaning solutions for rubber accessories, harness systems, and cords. If these solutions are not available
you may use warm soapy water. You will want to avoid essential oils, alcohol, and abrasives. These will degrade the rubber. SIGNASPRAY or SIGNAGEL are
recommended for skin preparation with all rubber accessories.
Metal Accessories with Silver Plating
PROTEX or TRANSEPTIC® CLEANING SOLUTION is the official cleaning solution for metal accessories. If these solutions are not available you may use warm soapy
water. If you wish to remove the tarnish from your solid silver-plated accessories, you may use a silver polish cloth.
Using accessories can make your sessions more effective. We just want you to know that you have permission to be Amazing!

